Abstract-Based on the limitations of subjective and objective weights, this paper presents two kinds of comprehensive weighting methods upon subjective and objective weights. One is the comprehensive weighting method of subjective and objective weights on the basis of ideal alternative; and the other is the comprehensive weighting method of subjective and objective weights on the basis of satisfaction. The effectiveness and feasibility of two methods are respectively illustrated by the following examples.
INTRODUCTION
When the comprehensive evaluation on different alternatives is performed, it is generally required to determine their attributes or index weight. There are mainly two kinds of weight determination method, including subjective weighting method and objective weighting method. Therein, subjective weighting method means that the evaluation subject gives weight according to subjective preference to the attributes or indexes of evaluation object, and mainly includes expert investigation method (Zhen Changqing, 1987) , circle comparing method (Lu Mingsheng, 1986) , analytic hierarchy process (Wei Shixiao, Zhou Xianzhong, 2001) etc. the objective weighting method means that the evaluation subject determines weight only according to objective information from all attributes or indexes of evaluation object, and mainly includes entropy method (Qiu Wanhua, 2002), maximizing deviation method (Wang Mingtao, 1999) etc. The weight determined upon subjective weighting method mainly reflects the preference of evaluation subject so that the evaluation result gets involved in high subjective arbitrariness; the weight determined upon objective weighting method is based on all objective information from all attributes or indexes of the evaluation object as well as certain mathematical reasoning, but such weight does not reflect the preference of evaluation subject, therefore, both methods have their limitations. To consider the preference of evaluation subject to the attributes or the indexes, reduce subjective arbitrariness in evaluation and make the weighting of all attributes or indexes of evaluation object reach subjective and objective integration, the present paper gives two kinds of comprehensive weighing methods based on subjective and objective weights. The weight determined upon these two methods can combine the preference of evaluation subject with objective authenticity of evaluation object so as to integrate subjective information and objective information. Such weight can fully reflect the preference of evaluation subject to all attributes or indexes of evaluation object, the objective information from all attributes or indexes are completely utilized and the evaluation result will be more convincing.
II. PRINCIPLE AND METHOD
Given that there are m alternatives of multiple attributes to be evaluated, namely } , , { In this method the undetermined coefficients  and  are determined using the evaluation alternative which gradually approaches to the ideal alternative. The specific idea is described as below:
(a) Developing an ideal alternative We develop the ideal alternative using standardized evaluation matrix (2) is used to determine the coefficients  and  .
All alternatives are in fair competition instead of preference relation, thus, multi-objective programming model (2) can be simplified to a single-objective optimization model (3).
The model determined by Eq. (3) has an optimal solution and its optimal solution is in the form of (4), (5) . Lagrange function as below
Where  is
, there will be the following results:
Eqs. (4) and (5) can be obtained from Eqs. (7), (8) (4) and (5) into Eqs. (10) and (11) , and obtain the following: The comprehensive evaluation value is calculated by means of Eqs. (12) and (13), without change of alternative order (Fan Zhiping, Zhao Xuan, 1997). As mentioned above, we combine subjective weight with objective weight in the way that the evaluation alternative approaches to ideal alternative, and the comprehensive weight of each index can be calculated with Eqs. (1), (12) and (13) . The comprehensive evaluation value of each alternative can be obtained according to the said comprehensive weight. In this case, comprehensive evaluation value reflects not only the preference of evaluation subject, but also the objective authenticity of evaluation object.
Method 2 Comprehensive weighting method based on satisfaction
In this method the calculation of comprehensive weight is translated into information uncertainty, that is to say, the comprehensive weight range is determined in Eq. (1) according to subjective weight and objective weight so as to obtain comprehensive weight through the optimization model which may maximize satisfaction for the alternative. The solution of undetermined coefficients can be avoided in this method so that calculation is relatively simple.
In respect of all evaluation alternatives, we always expect that their comprehensive evaluation value ) ( j z is large as we expect so that the following definition is given. Solve optimization model (17) to get the optimal solution which is the comprehensive weight embodying subjective preference and objective authenticity.
The specific idea of comprehensive weighting method upon satisfaction is as follows: (1) Structuring Set G with subjective weight and objective weight; (2) Calculating the ideal value and negative ideal value of comprehensive evaluation in respect of all alternatives; (3) Calculating the satisfaction for every alternative; (4) Calculating comprehensive weight according to optimization model (17). 
III. EMPIRICAL STUDY
. Calculate the comprehensive evaluation values of house alternatives under the condition of subjective weighting, objective weighting and comprehensive weighting method for an ideal solution, and rank them in order. The final results are listed as Table 1 .
Case 2 There are four equipment development alternatives, it is required to conduct a comprehensive evaluation on each alternative now and we select five evaluation indexes including R&D demand, project technology innovation, project development target, existing development basis of the project, and project development alternative and technical route. The evaluation matrix is as follows: Calculate the comprehensive evaluation values of all evaluation alternatives under the condition of subjective weighting, objective weighting and comprehensive weighting method for satisfaction, and rank the results in order. The results are listed as Table 2 .
Seen from Table 1 and Table 2 , the evaluation results are slightly different due to different determination methods for index weight, which reflects the position and function of weight determination in comprehensive evaluation. The comprehensive weighting method offsets the shortcomings due to pure application of subjective weighting method or objective weighting method, thus, the comprehensive evaluation result can reflect subjective preference and objective authenticity of evaluation subject so that its practical significance is more important. 
